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Ignas i Monreal's artwork appears on Gucci's gifting Web s ite. Image credit: Gucci

By JEN KING

Kering-owned Gucci is using a technology-driven approach to raise awareness for its 2017 gifting catalog through
placement on New York T imes’ digital edition.

Gucci has made digital its main focus for this year’s gifting season with efforts ranging from peer-to-peer
communications to out-of-home displays and scannable store windows. T he latest addition to Gucci’s gifting
initiative leverages virtual reality video to explore its creative partnership with Spanish artist Ignasi Monreal.
"Consumers are driven to innovation," said Sam Ewen, director, new business at Fake Love, Brooklyn, NY. "T here is
a distinct interest in knowing and understanding how our world is changing and how they can be a part of it.
"T hree hundred sixty [degree] video and VR allow the user to immerse themselves in a creative storytelling format,"
he said. "It creates a richer and more engaged experience and allows them some control as to where to focus their
attention.
"As the creators of the content get better, the users are more willing to come and take the journey with us."
T ake a look around
For the holidays, Gucci renewed its partnership with Mr. Monreal following a collaboration on the brand’s cruise
2018 runway show. Mr. Monreal then putting his touch on Gucci’s Gift Giving book.
T he digitally created artwork in the catalog is inspired by the Greek myth of Icarus.
“Icarus fascinates me because of his story, which could be read a bit like a mantra, I guess,” said Mr. Monreal in a
statement. “If you fly too close to the sun, you're going to get burned. If you fly too low, you're going to drown in the
sea.
“It feels quite bluntly obvious, but I find it quite timeless, and reassuring. You have to find the middle point to land on
the other side,” he said. “It’s not a cosmic science, just a tricky human condition. Icarus himself is a very romantic
character and of course symbolic of everything young and pretty. Very East London” (see story).

Still from Gucci's virtual reality video for its gifting 2017 campaign. Image credit: Gucci
Mr. Monreal’s statement about Icarus’ shared characteristics with East London serves as the basis of the Gucci’s
project launched in partnership with NYT ’s T Brand Studio and Fake Love, a Brooklyn-based experiential agency
dedicated to “creative futurism.”
Gucci’s sponsored content appears on the New York T imes’ Web site as a virtual reality video banner advertisement
that takes viewers on a 360-degree tour of Mr. Monreal’s actual London apartment.
T he virtual reality video is narrated by Mr. Monreal who shares with viewers that his mother told him myths before he
could fully grasp their moral foundations. Mr. Monreal also explains that moving to London has provided him with a
new visual language for his art.
As the nearly three minute video continues, viewers can take a look around the warehouse-like apartment to see what
inspired Mr. Monreal for his collaborative collection with Gucci.
Since he uses his apartment as studio space, Mr. Monreal is always amid his inspirations and does not have a divide
between what is work and what is home.
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Below the virtual reality video player viewers can click the “learn more” prompt to be redirected to Gucci’s Web site.
Gucci’s Web site includes an interactive takeover by Mr. Monreal, which includes a real-time clock and temperature
reading as well as artwork that follows consumers’ movements. A menu bar allows consumers to browse gifts by
men’s, women’s, children’s wear and home decor.
"Without speaking on behalf of [Gucci], we have found when dealing with luxury brands it is imperative to bring the
buyer into the world of the brand," Fake Love's Mr. Ewen said.
"T he brand represents how they want to see themselves - fashion forward, daring, creative and confident," he said.
"Immersive experiences let the user identify with the ethos and imagination of a brand and then make a decision of
whether it truly reflects their own view of themselves."

T he virtual reality video produced for Gucci in collaboration with T Brand Studio and Fake Love can be viewed on
the New York T imes' Web site. Please click here to view.
360-degree effectiveness
Across sectors, marketers are trying their hands at integrating virtual reality, 360-degree video content into their
strategies.
For example, Condé Nast-owned Vogue magazine leveraged virtual reality technology to give consumers an
immersive tour of some of the fashion industry’s most coveted wardrobes.
T ogether with Google's Daydream virtual reality platform, Condé Nast Entertainment and Vogue snuck a peek into a
handful of supermodels’ closets in 360-degree films. Publications, including Vogue, are increasingly leveraging
digital media to provide content that extends their brands further than the page (see story).
High-level, technology-driven content concepts have proven effective in speaking to luxury’s digital audiences.
"Intelligent experience design uses the tactics and tools that the audience wants," Fake Love's Mr. Ewen said. "Right
now those are about giving control and focus over to the viewer, giving them opportunities to experience the brand
the way they want to.
"T hese types of triggers bring the user deeper into the narrative and are natural to the evolution of the medium," he
said.
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